Abstract. Optimization of cash flows of the industrial company provides economic entity necessity and sufficiency of financial resources for sustainable activities. Cash optimization techniques are grouped into two blocks: theoretical -is mainly foreign methods and applied techniques that are mostly used by Russian authors. Models described in the literature are not allowed for the particular industry in the formation of cash. The mathematical models described in the literature do not allow to take into account industry characteristics in the formation of funds. The proposed methodology by authors allows to predict cash amounts based on business company. The balance of cash flows is provided by the budgeting system. The company's the released money can send funds for investment purposes. Effectiveness of confirmed by practical testing methodology on the existing machine-building enterprise.
Introduction
The relevance of cash flow optimization for any business entity is acquiring greater significance under conditions of shortage of production resources, including cash funds.
Cash flow can be generated from various types of activity: operating, financing and investing. Along with this, an amount of flow, its vector and dynamics allow us to solve a variety of tasks, among other things in the interests of different participants of business process.
Cash flows from various activities collide with each other, altogether solving the general problem of industrial enterprise -providing ever-increasing economic benefits. For this reason there is a need to create a model of cash flaw optimization for industrial enterprises that is able to meet production, financial and investment goals.
On the one hand, models of cash flow optimization presented in modern scientific literature do not take into account sectoral affiliation of a business entity, which reduces their credibility and practical significance. And on the other hand, they do not help to identify factors that affect total financial result from their use.
It can be assumed that the system of cash funds budgeting can provide an optimal cash flow ratiofor a machine-building enterprise that is sufficient for its effective operating, investing and financing activities.
Scientific development of thetopic
Considerable attention to issues of cash flow management has been payed since the second half of 80s. In the beginning of 21st century, the number of scientific and practical researches in this area has grown considerably. The USA leadsin the number of researches (in particular, Ohio State University, New York University, University of California, Los Angeles and other North American universities). A significant part of researches is dedicated to management of the cash flow generated by financial investments. To us, particularfeatures of interest present researches of cash funds management in models of multivariate time seriesthat use past values of indicators as explanatory variables in time series of regression [1] .
A number of researchers use the factor model to optimize cash flow. In particular, Martins, P. establishes the relationship between the mainresulting indicator -cash funds and factorsthat form it: workforce and production. Along with this, authors combine them into a single system based on monoproduction (production of one type of goods) without reference to the specifics of an industry, which reduces the usefulness of the presented model [2] .
In the paper of Chen, W.-N., Zhang, J., Chung, H.S.-H., Huang, R.-Z., Liu, O the change of cash funds value is taken into account and discounting is introduced. The practical component of the proposed mathematical modeling is a multi-dimensional assessment of analyzed factors. However, even this authors' approach does not take into account the effect on the result of internal factors, such as lack of liquidity, while considering cash flow over time [3] .
Works of Russian authors that address the problem of cash flow optimization in enterprises can be classified into two parts. The first one represents works of a theoretical nature. These include works the economic analysisfounders of the Soviet and post-Soviet period (Savitskaya, Kovalev, Sheremet , Lukasiewicz [4] [5] [6] [7] ), the second one represents works of an applied nature, includingworks that take into account sectorial specificity.They are much rarer. Works of Sanakoev E.V., Novolodsky D.A., Sinkina A.A. are noteworthy [8, 9, 10] . Along with this, these authors view cash flow without reference to relationship between all activities and industry specifics. 
Dynamics and analysis of cash flow
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Results of net cash flow calculations for current, investment and financial operations allow to determine the total net cash flow:
The advantage of this method is the possibility to identify dynamics of all factors that form net cash flow. However, the use of both direct and indirect methodsin combination to obtain accurate data on the composition and amount of cash funds.
The second stage of the complex analysis of funds is the analysis of cash flowbalance. To assess the degree of uniformity of forming of cash flows and inflows and their synchronicity certain indicators are calculated:
-Standard deviation (Formula 5):
where x ୧ is the value of the i-th indicator; ത -the average value of index.
A large standard deviation value indicates a large spread in the values of presentedsetwith an average value ofset; a small value, respectively, shows that the values in a set are grouped around the average value.
-The coefficient of variation, to determine which formula 6 is used:
A collection is considered to be homogeneous if the coefficient of variation does not exceed 33% [11, p. 137 ].
-The correlation coefficient is calculated as follows:
where x is the amount of positive cash flow for the ith period; y is the amount of negative cash flow for the i-th period;
The closer the correlation coefficient is to one, the smaller is spread of fluctuations between values of positive and negative cash flow.
The third stage of the cash flow analysis is the ratio analysis or analysis of cash flow intensity and effectiveness. The intensity of cash flow is characterized by process of its movement, which includes three stages: procurement, production andsaling. The total duration of these stages gives the total length of the operating cycle:
where CPGM is a circulation period of goods and materials; CPWP is a circulation period of work in progress; CPFP is a circulation period of the finished product; CPAR is a circulation period ofaccounts receivable.
Analysis of time cycle of cash funds circulating allows us to establish on which of the steps there is a delay and to develop activities aimed at the more intensive use of cash funds.
Analysis of cash flow effectiveness is carried out with ɟɪɭuse of number of factors that are shown in Table IV [14] [15] [16] .
In the analysis of cash flow of enterprises unbalanced cash flow is identified -an imbalance, prevalence of cash outflow over cash inflow. The results cash flow optimization should be reflected in preparation of enterprise cash funds budget for the timely adjustment of cash flow and ensuringsolvency of enterprise.
Practical implementation of the computational model of cash flow optimization
Grouping of theoretical and practical developments, as well as the results of original researches on this subject was tested on the materials of production machine building company ZAO(privately held corporation) "UUMK", which produced 22 heavy autograders (models A-98 and DZ-122B) in 2012. In 2016, it is planned to increase production by 30%. The average retail price is going to be 3.6 million rubles with quarterly growth, taking into account projected inflation within 15-17% (according to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation [17] . Sales budget is presented in Table V Thus, it is planned for 2016 to produce and sale 28 autograders with expected value of 115,3 mln. rubles.
After completing sales budget production budget is needed.
The balance of finished goods at the beginning of 2016 is known and is equal to 2 for A-98 model and 1 for DZ-122B model with basic complexion.
Production budget is shown it Table VI. The set level of finished goods stock is a prerequisite for trouble-free shipment and rhythm of product supply.
The data on volumes of production allows to start the development of direct material costs. To produce autograders, ZAO "UUMK" buys imported goods and components. Due to depreciation of the national currency rate, the purchase of foreign materials is expensive and, as one of the measures for optimizing company's financial condition is reducing costs, the recommendation will be to purchase goods produced by domestic enterprises.
Material budget is presented in Table VII In 2015 the total cost of purchasing goods amounted to 64 mln. rubles, which is by 30% higher than value obtained in preparation of material cost budget.
The budget (estimate) of direct material costs is based on the immutability of consumption rates and prices of materials. In the case of changing these settings during budget period values of estimate must be recalculated [18, p. 348] .
The next stage is drawning up the budget of direct labour cost. In this budget, we take into account only labour cost of production workers. Average wage of a production worker amounts to 25 thousands of rubles.
The budget of direct labour costs is presented in Additionally, to optimize cash flow of ZAO "UUMK", it is necessary to make plans for payments to suppliers for materials and payments of buyers for delivered goods. According to cash inflow plan, the payment for delivered products will be based on advance payment in the amount of 70% with defer of payment (3 months). There also will be repayed receivables of 2015.
ICIE-2017
Cash inflow plan is shown in Table IX . According to plan of cash flow, by the end of 2016 accounts receivable can be equal to 13, 5 mln. rubles, which is 9% less than in 2015. Thus, a decrease in accounts payable will amount to 5 mln. rubles, which will significantly affect the liquidity of enterprise.
Cash flow budget is a planning document that includes expected inflow and outflow of cash funds during the planned period. The inflow is formed on the basis of sources of cash funds income and outflow -on the basis of directions of use [19, p. 19] .
Cash flow budget of current operations is presented in Table XI . The expected net cash flow is positive due to increase in entity's revenue, a decrease of production cost because of use of domestic materials, optimization of customer payments for purchased products, as well as payments to suppliers for materials supplied. Cash flow of financial and investment operations are reflected in cash flow budget as they have a quick turnover, big amounts and short repayment terms [20] . Therefore, the budget will be not on a quarterly, but on a year basis. The cash flow budget for investment and financial operations is shown in Table XII . In 2016 ZAO "UUMK" plans to acquire a machine tool that will be able to fo multioperational machining of details with complex configuration. In addition to purchase of this machine, the enterprise plans to carry out a repair of shop premises. For this purpose, it is planned to take an investment loan in the sum of 11 mln. rubles with repayment term of 18 months and an average rate of 15%.
In 2015 the company acquired debt securities that provide income in 2016.
The expected net cash flow from investment and financial operations is positive. Total net cash flow is equal to 20 196 thousand rubles, which will make it possible for organization t carry out further modernization of products at the expense of its own funds without involving expensive external sources of financing.
Conclusion
The monitoring of scientific literature on optimizing cash flow, as well as testing of the hypothesis of research on materials of industrial enterprise allowed to develop a method of cash flow optimization for of ZAO "UUMK" company, which is one of the four largest manufactures of road machines along with ZAO "Bryanskiy arsenal", ZAO "ChSDM", ZAO "Zavod Dormash" and ZAO "PO "Irmash".
Financial analysis showed that the company is financially unstable at the end of 2015 with a high probability of bankruptcy and loss of solvency.
Authors propose a model of cash funds optimization included in budgeting of ZAO "UUMK" that suggests:
the use of "accelerating-decelerating pay transactions" which provides acceleration of accounts receivable turnover -payment for delivered products will be based on 70% advance payment, defer of payment (3 months) and slowing down payments to suppliers and contractors -50% will be paid on condition of advance payment with deferred of payment (6 months) in the short term:
the use of financial instruments for both raising and allocating cash funds, reduction of production cost by reducing costs of enterprise in the long term.
The performed analysis of ZAO "UUMK" targets led to conclusion about the appropriateness of using the optimization model based on obtained data that will provide: 1) positive trend in revenue of 9 mln. rubles due to increase in production of autograders which, as well as increase in machinery prices; 2) decrease of 15 mln. rubles in production cost; 3) the use of "accelerating-decelerating pay transaction system" that will reduce accouts receivable by 1 mln. Rubles, accounts payable -by 5 mln. rubles; 4) Net cash flow and net income suggest that enterprise has its own sources for self-financing of its activities.
Thus, the hypothesis of cash flow optimization through budgeting system was confirmed during the practical experiment in industrial plant.
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